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Precious Metals


Your seamless precious metals solution – 100% physical. 100% non-banking.
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BFI Bullion offers a safe, convenient and cost-efficient way of buying, selling, storing and delivering a broad variety of physically allocated gold, silver, platinum, and palladium coins and bars. All of this is organized from within the high-security confines of vaults in Switzerland and other select international jurisdictions.



Register
Apply  |  Login  |  Go

Apply and start working with BFI Bullion in three simple steps: (1) Register online in less than two minutes. (2) Log into your personal and protected online portal, validate your identity, and complete the on boarding. (3) Fund your bullion account and start trading.
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Client Registration

Trade
Buy  |  Sell  |  Deliver

Buy and sell a broad array of bullion gold, silver, platinum, and palladium products at professional rates. Place your trades personally, benefitting from our advice and guidance, or submit them via your private and protected online portal. Have your metals delivered, pick them up personally, or store them in one of our high-security vaults.
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Trading Services

Safekeep
Store  |  Visit Ship

The precious metals holdings you store in one of our vaults are fully insured and audited. Choose from a unique variety of high-security storage solutions. Since all storage is fully allocated, you can visit or have your holdings delivered at any time, without any fabrication costs or delays.
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Storage Services
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aXedras Chosen as Service Provider for LBMA’s Gold Bar Integrity Database

After a 2-year pilot project in which the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) and the World Gold Council (WGC) collaborated on a gold bar integrity program called the Gold Bar Integrity Database (GBI), aXedras, one of two distributed ledger companies that was involved with the pilot, has been chosen as the official service provider. The GBI will further perpetuate transparency and integrity within the world’s global gold value and supply chains.
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The “Great (U.S. IRA) Train Robbery”

Bad actors, greedy opportunists and even outright fraudsters have long been endemic to the retail gold market - they are probably as old as the market itself. This is precisely why we have warned our clients and readers so many times against these dangers, why we routinely alert them to countless different threats and traps, and why our most oft-cited piece of advice tends to be “if it sounds too good to be true, it most probably is”. 
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Financial Repression 2.0

The shift we saw over the past couple of years has been a historic one and its implications are sure to be far-reaching and long lasting. After over a decade of monetary easing and ultra-low interest rates, a policy direction that came to a crescendo during the pandemic, inflation finally and inevitably reared its ugly head.
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BFI Capital

Major Win for aXedras, for Gold, and for All Gold Investors in General!

The hard work that the team at aXedras, the youngest member of our BFI Capital Group, has been putting in behind the scenes with the...
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BFI Capital

Gold's Bad Reputation and the Role Switzerland's PM Industry is Taking to Change it

In this Fireside Conversation, Frank R. Suess sits down with Christoph Wild, president of the ASFCMP (in English, the Swiss Association...
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BFI Capital

Why BFI Bullion was Created – More Relevant Today Than Ever!

BFI Bullion celebrates its 15th anniversary on August 20th, which evoked a bit of nostalgia and stirred an urge to look back at our...
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